Hybrid admission control algorithm for IEEE 802.11e EDCA: analysis
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Abstract—One of the main Quality of Service mechanisms, allowing mainly the protection of already active flows, is admission control. This is even truer on the MAC level of 802.11 based networks due to scarce resources. We present in this paper a hybrid admission control algorithm for IEEE 802.11e EDCA. The algorithm uses the synthetic Markov chain model of EDCA that we developed in previous work injecting into it network state measurements. Simulations and results presented in this paper show a good protection of admitted flows and a good utilization of the network resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in terms of usage of wireless networks made it essential to imbide into the access mechanisms a complete Quality of Service (QoS) architecture. IEEE 802.11e is the QoS oriented standard of amendments to be brought into IEEE 802.11. It introduces a new access function, HCF which is composed of a distributed channel access mechanism: the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), and a centralized, polling based access mechanism: the HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). IEEE 802.11e sets the frame for the implementation of an admission controller within its architecture. Several admission control algorithms have been proposed in literature for both EDCA and HCCA, a review of some of them is available in [1].

The authors in [1] specify, for EDCA, two categories of admission control algorithms: measurement based algorithms and model based algorithms. Measurement based algorithms take into account continuous measurements of network conditions: for example the throughput of already admitted flows, delays, queue size, collision conditions among others, to decide whether a new flow can be granted access to the network. In model based algorithms, network metrics drawn from analytical models are used in the decision making process. Pong and Moors [2] propose the use of the Bianchi [3] model of DCF (CSMA/CA based legacy 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function) to draw an achievable throughput metric of EDCA access categories. This metric is used to predict the achievable throughput of flows requesting admission and make a decision on whether the flow should be admitted or not. The use of a model in an admission control process makes it crucial for the model to be as correct and near to reality as possible. In this context, Bianchi’s model only represents the access mechanisms of one access category per station, thus lacking both the representation of the multiple access functions acting within the same station and the effective occupation of the medium by the different access categories.

In this paper, we present a hybrid admission control algorithm using a synthetic model of an EDCA access category we presented in [4] and continuous measures of the state of the medium. The synthetic model was drawn from a new Markov chain model of an EDCA access category in saturation condition we presented in [5], introducing to existing models the virtual collision phenomenon.

The paper is organized as follows: we introduce in the following section IEEE 802.11e EDCA's access mechanisms and briefly present the synthetic model we presented in [4]. Section Three will detail our proposal of hybrid admission control algorithm. In section Four, simulation scenarios and results are presented. The last section presents future work and concludes the paper.

II. A SYNTHETIC MODEL OF IEEE 802.11e EDCA

The hybrid admission control algorithm for EDCA we present in this paper uses a synthetic Markov chain model of an EDCA access category in saturation condition. In this section we first give a quick overview of EDCA then present the synthetic Markov chain model.

A. EDCA

The IEEE 802.11e work group [6] introduced EDCA as the QoS oriented distributed channel access. As for legacy Distributed Channel Function (DCF), the channel access scheme is CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) i.e. the channel’s idleness for a certain number of time slots is detected following which a random backoff mechanism is started in order to avoid collisions. With regards to legacy DCF, EDCA introduces traffic differentiation. Four concurrent access categories (AC) with different priorities are introduced within each station. Each is characterized by its Arbitration Inter Frame Space (AIFS) and the contention window range \([CW_{\text{min}}, CW_{\text{max}}]\). AIFS is the number of idle channel time slots that must be detected by the AC before being able to start the backoff procedure (waiting for a random amount of slots chosen within the contention window before being able to transmit). The values of AIFS and of the contention window range allow the prioritization of the different ACs. A Hybrid Coordinator (HC) usually located at the Access Point (AP) was introduced by the group as a centralized structure allowing different QoS mechanisms to
be implemented. EDCA also defines a signaling framework used for admission control purpose.

B. Introducing the model

In [5], a Markov chain based model of the detailed behavior of an EDCA Access Category (which we call the general model), was presented. It considers a local environment (other Access Categories within the same station) and a global environment (other stations within the network). We used the Beizer rules of reduction [7] to synthesize the general model into a 3-useful state model (statistically equivalent from a user’s point of view). This synthetic model, represented in figure 1, was presented in [4]. In this section we expose the main features of the synthetic model, this model will be used within the decision making process of admission control algorithm. All the model-related expressions presented in this paper were detailed in [4].

The synthetic model is composed of three useful states: the Access Attempt state labeled 1, the successful transmission state labeled 2 and the drop state labeled 3. The Access Attempt state represents the state of an AC (which we call AC_1) trying to transmit a packet (going through several unsuccessful transmission attempts, the backoff times preceding those attempts and the backoff time preceding the supposedly successful transmission attempt). The successful transmission state and the drop state represent respectively the fact that a packet’s transmission was possible or not (the retransmission threshold being reached). The transitions between the states are labeled with the transition probability and the transition time (transition time from state 3 to state 1 is null, we suppose that after a packet drop, the access category proceeds instantaneously with the access attempt of a new packet).

This model is a discrete Markov chain. We can evaluate by means of the transition probabilities and the transition times the equilibrium probabilities of states 1, 2 and 3: \( \Pi_1, \Pi_2 \) and \( \Pi_3 \). We get \( \Pi_1 = \frac{1}{2} \); \( \Pi_2 = \Pi_1 P_T \); \( \Pi_3 = \Pi_1 P_D \). With these probabilities, several metrics can be computed including the throughput of the Access Category in saturation condition.

C. Needed definitions

In order to give the details of the probabilities \( P_T \) and \( P_D \) and times \( T_F \) and \( T_D \), we first have to specify the elements considered in the general model of \( AC_1 \) access category [5]: \( A \) is the number of AIFS slots of \( AC_1 \), \( N \) is the mean occupation time of the medium, \( [T_{i}] \) is the smallest number of time slots larger than the time of a successful transmission, \( [T_{i}] \) is the smallest number of time slots larger than the time of a collision, \( p_b \) is the occupation ratio of the medium (i.e. the probability for an idle medium to become busy), \( p_i \) is the probability of an unsuccessful transmission attempt resulting in a \( [T_{i}] \) occupation of the medium, \( p_i^{(2)} \) is the probability of an unsuccessful transmission attempt resulting in a \( [T_{i}] \) occupation of the medium. Two possibilities are represented by \( p_i^{(2)} \): either \( AC_1 \) transmits (i.e. it went past the local competition either by winning a virtual collisions or the lack thereof) and suffered a real collision, or it lost a virtual collision and the higher priority \( AC_i \), winner of the virtual collision, suffered a real collision. \( p_i^{(3)} \) represents the case where \( AC_1 \) lost a virtual collision and the higher priority \( AC_i \), winner of the real collision, transmitted successfully. Note that \( p_i = p_i^{(2)} + p_i^{(3)} \) is the collision probability (be it virtual or real) of \( AC_i \). \( j \) is the current backoff stage of \( AC_1 \) (i.e. the number of transmission attempts the current packet went through). We also define \( W_j \) as the backoff stage dependant contention window size; with \( 0 \leq j \leq m + h \), due to the Binary Backoff Mechanism used within EDCA, we have, for a specified \( AC_1 \):

\[
W_0 = CW_{\min}
\]

\[
W_j = CW_{\max}
\]

Thus making \( m \) the backoff stage for which the maximum contention window is reached and \( m + h \) the retransmission threshold for the specified \( AC_1 \). We also define \( T_o \) as being the mean time it takes for a backoff counter to be decremented, considering all the possible busy medium periods that can occur. We have:

\[
T_o = (1 + (N + A)p_b + \sum_{l=1}^{A}(N + l)p_b^2(1 - p_b)^{(l - 1)})
\]

\[
(1 - p_b)^A
\]

D. Expressions and formulas

1) The model labels \( P_D, T_D, P_T, T_F \): In figure 1, a transition is labeled with its transition probability and transition time. We will define in this section the expressions of the different times and probabilities used in the model.

a) Expressions of \( P_D \) and \( T_D \): Transiting from the awaiting transmission state to a drop state happens when a packet has suffered \( m + h \) (the retransmission threshold) failed retransmissions (i.e. \( m + h + 1 \) collisions). This happens with a probability of \( P_D = p_i^{m + h + 1} \). The time \( T_D \) for a drop is the sum of the times of the \( m + h + 1 \) collisions suffered by the packet and all the backoff times preceding those collisions:

\[
T_D = \sum_{j=0}^{m+h} \left( T_A + (N + 1)p_b \right)
\]

\[
1 - p_b
\]

\[
+ T_{cj}
\]

\( T_A \) being the duration of the first AIFS period per transmission attempt, taking into account the possible busy medium periods during the AIFS period.

\[
T_A = A - 1 + \sum_{l=1}^{A-1}(N + l)p_b^2(1 - p_b)^{(l - 1)}
\]

\[
(1 - p_b)^{A-1}
\]

\( T_{cj} \) represents the duration of the backoff time before starting a collision to which is added the collision duration.

\[
T_{cj} = \frac{1}{W_j + 1} \left[ 1 + W_{j+1} + \frac{[T_{cj}]p_i^{(3)} + [T_i]p_i^{(2)}}{p_i} \right]
\]

\[
W_{j+1} + W_j
\]

\[
2
\]
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The drop state being, as we defined it, a virtual state, transiting back to the awaiting transmission state (i.e. dropping the current packet and considering the transmission of a new packet) happens instantaneously and deterministically.

b) Expressions of $P_T$ and $T_T$: Transiting from the awaiting transmission state to a successful transmission state happens with a probability $P_T = 1 - p_i^{m+h+1}$ (a packet will eventually be successfully transmitted unless dropped). The time $T_T$ leading to this state is:

$$T_T = \frac{1 - p_i}{1 - p_i^{m+h+1}} \sum_{j=0}^{m+h} \left( p_i^j (T_A + \frac{(T_A + N + 1)p_B}{1 - p_B} + T_{ij}) \right) + \sum_{i=0}^{j-1} (T_A + \frac{(T_A + N + 1)p_B}{1 - p_B} + T_{di})$$

With $T_{ij}$ being the duration of the backoff time preceding the start of a successful transmission.

$$T_{ij} = \frac{1}{W_i + 1} \left[ 1 + \frac{W_i^j + W_j}{2} T_0 + W_j \right]$$

2) Calculating the throughput:

a) Expressions of the achievable Throughput: From this synthetic model we deduced several performance metrics presented in [4], one of those, the achievable throughput of an Access Category if saturated, will be used in the admission decision process: when $AC_i$’s maximum achievable throughput is less than what it requests, new flows should be rejected. The following equilibrium state probabilities of states 1, 2 and 3: ($\Pi_1 = \frac{1}{2}; \Pi_2 = \Pi_1 P_T; \Pi_3 = \Pi_1 P_D$) lead us to the following formula for the throughput (note the sojourn time in state 3 is null):

$$Throughput_i = \Pi_2 \frac{Payload}{\Pi_1 (P_T T_T + P_D T_D) + \Pi_2 T_3 + \Pi_3 \times 0}$$

Payload being the number of slots necessary to transmit the payload. Thus we finally have:

$$Throughput_i = \frac{P_T Payload}{P_T T_T + P_D T_D + P_T [T_3]}$$

III. THE ADMISSION CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR EDCA

A. Needed statistics and probabilities

In previous work [5], we showed that injecting to the Markov chain model of $AC_i$ measured network conditions allows very accurate calculation of achievable throughput. We thus chose to integrate this aspect into the algorithm by collecting several statistics within the different stations of the network and within the HC. Those statistics will be used in the decision making process.

The different stations of the network must collect collision probabilities ($p_i^{(2)}$ and $p_i^{(3)}$) for each of the active flows that went through the admission control mechanism. As defined in [5], $p_i^{(2)}$ is the ratio, to the total number of access attempts of $AC_i$, of the number of collisions resulting in a $[T_a]$ occupation of the medium, those are either real collisions of $AC_i$ (we call this part of the ratio $p_{rc}$) or virtual collisions of $AC_i$ followed by a real collisions of the $AC$ eventually accessing the medium. $p_i^{(3)}$ is the ratio of the number of collisions resulting in a $[T_a]$ occupation of the medium to the total number of access attempts of $AC_i$, these represent the virtual collisions of $AC_i$ followed by a successful transmission of the $AC$ eventually accessing the medium. These statistics are organized by Access Category and by "flow using an Access Category". They will be made available to the HC either by piggybacking or by specific management polling by the HC.

The other main statistic necessary within the admission controller is the business ratio of medium (i.e. the probability of the medium becoming busy when originally idle). It is the job of the HC to keep track of this statistic. It must consider all the phases of a transmission attempt (regardless of its outcome) as a unique busy period of the medium.

B. Detailing the algorithm

Algorithm 1 Admission control using the synthetic model

```
for each Update_Period do
    Update_Busy_Probabilities
    Update_Collision_Probabilities
    if New_Flows ≠ ∅ then
        $F_i = \text{Get_New_Flow}$
        Update_Parameters($F_i$)
        Calculate_Achievable_Throughput(Admitted_Flows ∪ $F_i$)
        if Check_Throughput (Admitted_Flows ∪ $F_i$) then
            Admit($F_i$)
            Admitted_Flows = Admitted_Flows ∪ $F_i$
        else
            Refuse ($F_i$)
        end if
    end if
end for
```

Two main phases build up the algorithm: a continuous awareness by the HC of network condition, and a decision making process along with network condition estimation presented in section III-C when a new flow arrives. The algorithm from the HC side is detailed in algorithm 1. The idea is to use the achievable throughput metric deduced from the model, injecting into it network condition through the different probabilities ($p_i^{(2)}$ and $p_i^{(3)}$). Each update period, which may for example be the time of a 802.11 superframe, the HC must update its vision of the network’s condition by updating the busy probability of the network ($p_B$) and retrieving the collision probabilities of the flows (this is done either by piggybacking during the superframe or by a direct poll of the stations at the beginning of the superframe). If a request for a new flow has arrived since the last update period, the HC calculates the achievable throughput of each of the already admitted flows and that of the new one, if the calculated achievable throughput of each flow exceeds its requested bandwidth then the newly arrived flow is granted admission, if not, the new flow will be rejected. Since the new flow has no attached information concerning its collision probabilities an estimation process described in section III-C is applied. We define two sets that will be used in the algorithm: Admitted_Flows which will contain the list of already admitted flows within the network and New_Flows in which will be saved all flows awaiting admission (i.e.
flows for which an ADDTS Request has been received but no ADDTS Response sent back. It is necessary to keep track of all already admitted flows in order to check whether admitting a new flow would degrade their achievable throughput below their requested throughput. If a flow’s specifications are to be changed (mainly due to link adaptation policies), the flow must invoke admission control before being able to transmit.

C. Enhancing the estimations

In order to better estimate the effect of accepting the new flow on active already accepted flows, it is necessary to achieve a better representation of the possible network conditions, if the new flow was to be accepted, based on the actual network conditions. This can be done by an estimation of what would be both \( p_b \) and \( p_i \), based on the actual value of \( p_b \) and \( p_i \).

Let \( F_i \) be the flow whose admission is being examined, \( F_i \) will be using access category \( AC_i \) in station \( s \). We also define \( \tau_i \) as the probability for \( AC_i \) to access the medium on a free slot. We define \( \Gamma_i \), the probability for station \( s \) to access the medium. Among the access categories of a station, only one can access the medium at a time (the others are either inactive or in backoff procedure or have lost a virtual collision); we can therefore write \( \Gamma_i = \sum_{i=0}^{3} \tau_i \).

We defined \( p_b \) as being the probability of the medium becoming busy. We neglect all the reasons of business of the medium other than station access, we can therefore write

\[
p_b = 1 - (1 - \Gamma_1)(1 - \Gamma_2)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M)
\]

\( M \) being the number of stations in the medium.

\( p_{ir} \) defined earlier is the probability for \( AC_i \) to suffer a real collision when accessing the medium: \( AC_i \) got past the local competition (i.e. no virtual collisions or a won virtual collision) and went into a real collision. We can write \( p_{ir} \) as follows:

\[
p_{ir} = \tau_i(1 - (1 - \Gamma_1)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_{s-1})(1 - \Gamma_{s+1})\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M))
\]

In the case of the collision probability, we estimate the effect of introducing \( F_i \) on real collisions occurring on the medium. Since we consider the admission of one flow at a time, we suppose that the access activity of \( AC_i \) would be the only one to change. Hence:

\[
1 - p_{b,\text{new}} = \frac{(1 - \Gamma_1)(1 - \Gamma_2)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_{i,\text{new}})\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M)}{(1 - \Gamma_1)(1 - \Gamma_2)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_{i,\text{old}})\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M)}
\]

\[
1 - p_{b,\text{old}} = \frac{(1 - \Gamma_1)(1 - \Gamma_2)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_{i,\text{new}})\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M)}{(1 - \Gamma_1)(1 - \Gamma_2)\ldots(1 - \Gamma_{i,\text{old}})\ldots(1 - \Gamma_M)}
\]

Following the same reasoning as for the estimation of the real probability we have:

\[
1 - p_{b,\text{new}} = \frac{(1 - \Gamma_i) - p_{ir,\text{new}}}{(1 - \Gamma_i) - \Gamma_i}
\]

\[
1 - p_{b,\text{old}} = \frac{(1 - \Gamma_i) - p_{ir,\text{old}}}{(1 - \Gamma_i) - \Gamma_i}
\]

The only unknown in both estimations is \( \Delta_i \). \( \Delta_i \) represents the additional accesses introduced by the new flow which can be additional transmission and possible retransmissions introduced by the flow. We use the following to estimate it: \( \Delta_i = (1 + p_i)\delta \), \( \delta \) being the number of accesses introduced by the flow (i.e. the number of packets to be sent during the update period). We therefore consider only one possible collision per transmitted packet. Both those estimations will be used in the calculation of the achievable throughput during the admission making process.

IV. ANALYZING THE ALGORITHM

In this section we present a simulation based analysis of the algorithm. We implemented both our algorithm and Pong and Moors’ [2] in ns-2 [8] using the module of EDCA contributed by the Telecommunication Networks Group of the Technical university of Berlin [9]. In all simulations the channel is error free, no hidden stations are present, one node is the access point in which is located the HC, all subsequently created nodes are stations (QSTA) with both active traffic generators and sinks. Access to the wireless medium is done solely using the EDCA mechanism. The stations operate at 11 Mbps data rate unless specified otherwise. We first verify the correct functioning of the admission control algorithm. The algorithm is then compared to Pong and Moors’ [2]. We chose to compare our algorithm to that of Pong and Moors because both are based on metrics drawn from Markov Chain model. We think that our model, reacting better to network condition through the integration of the busy probability of the network and thanks to the estimation we make of future network conditions will allow both a better utilization of the network and a protection of the flows.
A. Algorithm Verification

Simulations were performed in order to verify the well functioning of the algorithm. We analyze the decision made to accept or refuse the different flows by comparing the throughput achieved by the flows with or without admission control. We also give a view on the decision making process by comparing the estimated achievable throughput (in saturation) of the active flows to their actual throughput.

b) Simulation scenarios: The network is made up of 8 different stations, one of which is the access point (where the HC performing the admission decision process is located), the others are QSTA. In each of the 7 QSTA, a CBR flow destined to the access point is activated, the activation of the flows is made on a periodic basis. All the flows have the same requested bandwidth. Upon activation of a flow, the QSTA will send an admission control request with the different specifications of the arriving flow and will await a response before allowing or denying the flow access to the network. We investigated several different traffic specifications, with similar conclusions. We give the simulation results of some of them. Figures 2 and 3 represent the results of scenario simulations 1 and 2 respectively carried out with traffic specifications presented in table I. Note that we chose to show flows of the same bandwidth request to analyze the effect of different packet sizes on the decision making process. In each, different measured and calculated throughputs are plotted to the time of simulation, we regroup them in three groups. First group containing the graph of the calculated achievable throughput given by our proposed algorithm (labeled 1): it represents the estimation, based on the model, of the throughput an AC would achieve if saturated (when this value becomes less than the requested bandwidth of an AC, arriving flows are refused). The second group, destined to assess the protection given to the active flows, represent the mean throughput achieved by all active flows (i.e. the total throughput divided by the number of active flows) without admission control (labeled 2a) and with our proposed admission control (labeled 2b). We also represent, in a third group of plots, the network utilization (overall throughput) achieved when either Pong and Moors’ (plot labeled 3c) or our proposed algorithm (plot labeled 3d) is activated, those last results will allow us to analyze in section IV-B the performance of each admission control algorithm. Arrivals of new flows are specified by the arrows beneath the graphs along with the decision taken by the admission control algorithm we propose.

c) Results and analysis: We can see in general that the admission control algorithm intervenes to protect already active flows from arriving flows (comparing plots 2a and 2b in both figures: arriving flows are rejected when the achievable throughput becomes less than the requested bandwidth). When comparing the outcomes of simulations with similar bandwidth (comparing figure 2 to figure 3 for example), it can be noted that the achievable throughput calculated for flows with smaller packets (therefore smaller inter arrival times) is less optimistic. This is due to several reasons: smaller inter arrival times mean more frequent accesses to the medium by each AC which means more frequent collisions. The higher collision probability is integrated into the computation of the achievable throughput, making it smaller. The other reason comes from the fact that the model considers the newly arriving flow to be saturated, thus giving a higher achievable throughput to flows with larger packets: an easy way to see this is to compare the values of achievable throughput calculated for the first flow in each simulation (at 10s in the figures), the larger the packet the higher the achievable throughput.

B. Comparison to Pong and Moors’

In this section we propose to compare the functioning of our proposed algorithm to that of Pong and Moors [2]. Using the same scenarios as earlier, we compare the network utilization achieved by both algorithms as well as the throughput achieved by the different accepted flows by one or the other algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Packet Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Interarrival (s)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Interarrival (s)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
SPECIFYING THE PRESENTED SCENARIOS

Fig. 2. Results of scenario 1

Fig. 3. Results of scenario 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC</th>
<th>Packet Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Interarrival (s)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (kbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
SPECIFYING THE DIFFERENT FLOWS

d) Simulation scenarios: The same scenarios above were run, using the Pong and Moors' algorithm [2]. For each of the simulations, total utilization of the medium achieved by each of the scenarios is reported on figures 2 and 3.

e) Results and analysis: It can be clearly seen that our proposed algorithm achieves a far better utilization of the medium, while protecting already admitted flows from arriving ones. Pong and Moors' algorithm is pessimistic: when calculating the achievable throughput of an AC, it considers all other active ACs in a saturated condition whereas our algorithm only applies the saturation condition to the AC for which the achievable throughput is being calculated. This is mainly due to the incorporation, in our algorithm, of a new metric $p_b$, which is essential to grasp a correct view of the state of the medium. The estimation process we apply allows our algorithm to have a better view of future network conditions.

C. Several Active ACs per station

d) Simulation scenarios: Several simulations with different traffic specifications were conducted in order to observe the performance of the proposed algorithm in environments with several active ACs per station. The same network configuration as earlier is used for this simulation, the physical data rate was however reduced to 2 Mbps. This was done to reduce simulation durations, the phenomena being virtually the same with different data rates. 2 flows per station are activated, one at a time, on a periodic basis: the first using the voice access category (AC_VO), the other the video access category (AC_VI). The flows are described in table II.

g) Results and analysis: As with previous scenarios, we can see that our proposed admission control algorithm allows a certain protection of already admitted flows and a better utilization of the medium if compared to Pong and Moors' algorithm. Once again, Pong and Moors' are too pessimistic, only one voice flow was granted access to the network (in figure 4, plots 1b and 2c overlap), whereas it was possible to allow more of them to access without jeopardizing the throughput they attain. Our algorithm attains better utilization of the network while protecting those sensitive flows.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new hybrid admission control algorithm. The algorithm is based on a synthetic Markov chain model we presented in [4]. Extensive simulations were carried in order to validate the algorithm. We compared the functioning of the algorithm to the model based algorithm presented by Pong and Moors [2]. The algorithm presented in this paper proved to provide protection of admitted flows while achieving a good utilization of the wireless resource. Future work is to enhance the algorithm introducing to the network condition estimation a decision-history based tuning and introducing to the algorithm delay bounds and drop probability protection.
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